Wednesday, August 30, 2006 in the year of our Reigning King, JESUS, the CHRIST.
I, Michael Swenson, being of sound mind and sober constitution and with full understanding of the
potential consequences of this action; having my entire being fixed on our REDEEMER,
DELIVERER, SAVIOUR AND LOVER OF OUR SOULS, OUR TRUE COMMANDER AND
CHIEF, YAHOSHUAH (JESUS CHRIST) AND HIS DIVINE REWARD, do hereby lay down my
life, my will and my desires, to bring to your attention what I perceive to be one of the most serious
matters ever in the history of this nation and of the whole of mankind. I have found out, through an
attempt by medical practitioners to take my life, that a serious hereditary condition exists that makes
people easily susceptible to murder by an improper blood transfusion. If the victim is blessed enough
to survive the attempt, the slow agony of the deteriorating blood that results from the murder attempt
is the equivalent of inhumane torture and eventually results in death. In attempting to get diagnosed
and treated for this condition, I have discovered that the people of this nation and the world are not
being told the truth about this serious genetic condition of the blood that makes those who have it
more susceptible to every form of terminal illness.
Please take this matter most seriously as it just may save you or someone you love and care about
from a fate worse than death.
Read all of the attached before passing judgment and I know that all who assist me in putting out the
word will be BLESSED!!!!!!!!!!!!Amen.HALLELUJAH, AMEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(SHOUT IT)!!!!
My permission to print or broadcast the attached 28, twenty eight, page affidavit (and any public
awareness additions made thereto by me) is given if and only if, the affidavit is published in it’s
entirety without editing, annotating, additions, deletions, or changes of any kind. THE ONLY
CHANGE(S) OF ANY KIND ALLOWED IS THE OMISSION OF ANY OR ALL OF THE
PARTIES NAMED, IF YOU CHOOSE TO DO SO. OTHERWISE, I ACCEPT FULL
RESPONSIBILITY, LIABILITY, AND/OR CONSEQUENCES FOR OPENLY
PROCLAIMING THE IDENTITIES TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE OF THOSE
WHO HAVE PERPETRATED, CONDONED AND PARTICIPATED IN THIS EVIL ON ME
(AND SO WELL PRACTICED MUST HAVE BEEN ON OTHERS AS WELL). Any
disclaimers must appear either at the beginning or ending of the publication. Any opinion, whether
for or against, must be under separate heading as a separate article. If any publishes, broadcasts or
distributes the affidavit by any means without adhering to these requirements then they may indeed be
liable for the results; but if my instructions are followed, not only will you be helping to save lives (I
am firmly convinced number in the millions in the United States of America alone), but I will not hold
any who do so liable; (nor may anyone prosecute or bring tort action in my behalf against you for so
doing; if and only if done verbatim); if it results in my untimely demise by those who have been
participating by planned conspiracy in the unbelievable atrocities perpetrated on innocent millions
because of rampant greed and corruption.
Look well to yourselves in the days ahead.
May all those who know the Lord your GOD, JESUS the CHRIST, be strengthened, encouraged and
understand now why you’ve been suffering in silence. As such, I want the heading of the Affidavit
published or distributed by any means to read, “Let the Suffering Silence Cease!!!!”
Written with the gravest sincerity and in GOD’S HOLY LOVE for you all,

Michael Eugene Swenson, adopted, born Michael Doetsch; 522-92-4090

Affidavit of Current and Ongoing Events
Within the United States of America
I, Michael E. Swenson, being of sound mind and sober constitution, do hereby record
absolute truth regarding events I have witnessed to the best of my knowledge. May God
grant me the ability to accurately convey what I have witnessed so that others may easily
understand and so that the wicked practices I have experienced may cease. In Jesus’
(Yahoshuah’s) Omnipotent Name, Amen.
In May of 2004, I went into a hospital located in the state of Washington to have a
septoplasty and tonsillectomy performed in order to correct my ability to breathe
correctly. I had suffered a broken nose as a child and had a severely deviated septum
preventing my CPAP machine for my diagnosed sleep apnea from working as designed.
Prior to surgery, I had a prescreening performed by my surgeon, Dr. Michael Cruz, 217
W Cataldo Av. Spokane, WA 509-624-2326 (this surgeon was referred to me (and
present the day of surgery) by Dr. Timothy Chestnut 801 W 5th Ste 504 509-625-1915),
in order to make sure surgery was appropriate for my state of health. During the
prescreening, my surgeon asked some poignant questions that I believed at the time was
just polite small talk. He asked me what profession I was in and whether or not I was
successful at it. I replied that I was in real estate and that I had made some fortunate
investments. He further inquired as to what I estimated the value of them was worth and
if I had a will or not yet. The questions were interjected in such a manor as to seem like
polite conversation rather than the serious prying into the state of my affairs that it was.
So I estimated somewhere between 2-3 million in holdings and that I had been too busy
to get a will in place and that until recently my wife and I had had no assets to protect.
He said something about a will might be a good idea to get in place as you never know
what might happen during surgery however minor it may seem. The questions continued
about a transfusion if one were necessary. All this questioning made me inquire as to just
how “routine” this kind of surgery was. He assured me that it was minor but that
sometimes occasions might arise that would require a transfusion. I didn’t want any
blood products, period; but after his prodding, “Even if you were dying from blood loss?”
I conceded that if and only if I had lost so much blood I was in imminent danger of dying,
then a transfusion would be permissible. I also insisted that it had to be an exact match
only and no O- blood. At the time I could not remember why I was so apprehensive
about receiving a blood transfusion and why I was insisting it had to be an exact match
only, I just knew I had to.
I also had to go to the hospital, Deaconess Medical Center 800 W 5th Av Spokane, WA
509-458-7100, involved to have my blood prescreened and to sign a blood transfusion
permission form. I wrote on the form itself that I was to only be given a transfusion in
the event of an emergency only (that I had lost so much blood I was in danger of dying
from blood loss) and that it had to be “EXACT MATCH ONLY!; O+ ONLY!” I asked
for a copy of that form at the time and the nurse was obviously not pleased I had written
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on the form. She went behind a wall where I could hear whispered conversation and she
soon came back and said that their copier was being serviced and that the nearest one was
some three floors away but that she would still get me a copy if I wanted it. I regret that I
didn’t insist on it at the time but the way she said it in such an exasperated voice, I just
politely asked to make sure it was put in my medical record. Again, I did not remember
at the time why I was so apprehensive about a blood transfusion, I only knew I had to
insist on an “EXACT MATCH ONLY” and that I really didn’t want one at all.
The day of surgery came and as a minister of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, I prayed
fervently, not feeling at all comfortable inside about it. Nevertheless, I knew I had to get
it done in order to breathe through my nose properly. Prior to going under the
anesthesiologist (this field of medical practice is probably most corrupt concerning
Wilson’s because they have to be present during virtually all surgical procedures), Dr.
Frank Joy (please verify all attending physicians and assistants in the medical record and
daily employment records from Deaconess) 1415 N Houk Rd Ste A, Spokane, WA 509924-1990 asked me the same questions my surgeon had asked about my profession, the
status of my estate and whether or not I had gotten my will in place yet. Again, I
foolishly thought this was all just professional small talk and so answered as I had to my
surgeon and that my wife and I had simply been too busy to get our wills in place yet. He
reassured me I had nothing to worry about anyway as this was a very routine minor
surgery. I was more than apprehensive as he put me under and my sole comfort was that
I entrusted my soul to the safe keeping of our LORD.
The next thing I recall was waking up in a dark room with a young nurse/intern standing
next to a blood bag holder and squeezing a blood bag that was going into my I.V. I asked
her what happened and she replied that apparently I had lost an unusual amount of blood
during surgery and so they had to give me three units and she was finishing the last of the
three units at that time. She was standing next to a machine that I didn’t recognize and so
I asked her what it was and she replied that it was a blood warmer because it was being
used to keep the blood warm that she was giving me. She continued that they had been
unable to locate O+ blood in the entire hospital and so they had decided to give me raw
O- blood rather than the frozen compacted cells and she said that raw blood was better in
an emergency situation. (I knew inside that was incorrect, but I felt myself slipping into
unconsciousness and so I muttered something about universal donor before blacking out.)
Next I awoke in a brightly lit room with a huge tube down my throat and I was
suffocating. Nurses and doctors were all around me frantic as I sat up and tried to pull the
tube out that was choking me. Someone was yelling, “Hold him down! Hold him down!”
and another, “Put him out! Put him out!” which they did. Then I awoke in what appeared
to be yet another room with just a young man and woman. When I awoke, I was
suffocating again with the tube in my throat, only this time my hands and legs were tied
to the gurney and I couldn’t sit up or do anything but jerk around and pound my fingers
as loud as I could on the metal rail trying to get their attention. The woman had her back
to me and as I struggled, the young man smirked and turned his back on me. The woman
was acidly saying that acting like a wild man wouldn’t help me and that they had to
restrain me to keep me from pulling the tube out (that was in my throat and preventing
me from screaming for help). My mouth filled with a thick foamy substance that began
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running down my cheek out of my mouth as I tried franticly to get them to look at me so
they could see I was suffocating. As I felt the darkness closing in, I shed a tear that I was
unable to tell my wife I loved her one last time and had just a moment to think, “Into Thy
hands I commit my spirit, LORD JESUS.” Then I felt my entire body seize, convulse
and everything went black.
I really don’t like to think too much about it, I still suffer trauma every time I do.
You might be thinking at this point why has it taken him two years to tell someone about
this and if they really wanted him dead, why is he still alive. Well, I’ll tell you that at the
time so much had happened to me, it took me all this time to recover enough strength and
cognitive ability to remember it all clearly. Let me tell you as best as I can recall exactly
how it happened.
I really thought I had suffocated to death at that last episode (and apparently I did), but I
was surprised to awaken yet again in yet another region of the hospital in I.C.U. (yet
another attending nurse about my height and healthy build) The story went something
like I had suffered pulmonary edema from the negative pressure around my lungs due to
my sleep apnea condition and that it was an extremely rare event and that I was very
lucky to have been resuscitated by a shot of adrenaline. My wife, Jane Swenson, told me
at the time that she had been told I had suffered pulmonary edema followed by cardiac
arrest twice; once for three minutes and another for five minutes without oxygen or heart
beat. She also told me that the attitude of all the involved doctors changed dramatically
after the attempt on my life; that prior to surgery they were all well-mannered and
friendly and afterward extremely aloof and cold. That would correspond to my memories.
Finally, I was transferred to yet another area of the hospital to complete recovery. I was
given oxygen, and they had a catheter in place. I was given intravenous hydration. I
asked the attending nurse why I had a slight elevated temperature, sweats followed by
chills, and dark brown urine and she replied that I was apparently suffering from “a slight
allergic response to the blood transfusion”. She also said that the brown urine was from
the diuretic they were giving me. (I later found out these responses were all lies).
I was given prednisone and Norco (? Spelling, it’s a pain medicine; I later read on the
Internet that diuretics and prednisone are typically used to treat Acute Hemolytic Blood
Transfusion Reactions) and sent home to recover. My wife and I had purchased recliners,
just so I could rest upright with the splints in my nose. I was very ill, my intestines felt
like stone and it was some time before I could eat solid foods. I drank mostly, and ate
very soft foods like yoghurt and cooked spinach. The time came for my splints to be
removed and my surgeon, Dr. Cruz, did the job. I must say that part of the surgery was a
success. I could breathe through my nose sufficiently for the first time in over twenty
five years and could actually smell things I hadn’t since I was a child. Food tasted better
and I thought I was on my way to a successful recovery.
I did remember the part about suffocating to death with my hands tied and I notified the
hospital involved that if they were going to tie someone to a gurney they should’ve at
least placed an emergency button in their hand. I also stated that I didn’t believe law
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suits (strictly for personal revenge) were appropriate (due to my faith) and that I only
wanted to make sure they implemented that in the future so no one would go through
what I did. Months went by and I tried very hard to return to full time work, but it was as
if I just couldn’t get my life force energy back no matter how hard I tried. I studied,
changed my diet to the very healthiest recommendations, and spent thousands of dollars
on the world’s best supplementation products (as I’m fundamentally opposed to
pharmaceuticals due to all the harmful side effects and my studies concerning them in the
Holy Bible). I got a call from the anesthesiologist, Dr. Joy, regarding my written
complaint of being tied to the gurney and he assured me that had never happened and that
it was “psychological transference” from the previous episode I noted above and that the
second episode had never happened at all. I became so enraged during that phone call
from him, I almost decided to litigate the matter and I struggled with my faith for months
regarding that course of action and eventually chose to forgive them, as I really was too
weak to take on such a battle anyway and I wanted inner peace rather than turmoil over
the wrong that was done to me and the physician(s) unwilling to apologize for it but tried
to dismiss it with meaningless jargon.
As more time passed, I found certain supplements helped and I had some better days, but
overall my health was continuing to decline. Eventually, it was becoming next to
impossible just to make it out of bed, go to the bathroom and feed myself. Whether I
slept 4 hours or 14, I just never felt recharged and it was becoming impossible for me to
work. In between, days or weeks of not being able to do anything much at all but make a
few phone calls in a desperate attempt not to lose my clients, I would get on the Internet
and try to figure out what was going on. I started entering all my symptoms and was
fairly certain that somehow I had developed hepatitis. I went to see an Internist, (Dr.
Tepak Haw in Coeur d’ Alene, ID who literally disappeared from this entire region and
ceased medical practice in this region shortly after diagnosing me and the direct/indirect
coombs test record somehow also disappeared) and had extensive blood work done. I
tested negative for all currently known forms of hepatitis and everything appeared rather
normal except for a slightly elevated ALT and cholesterol reading. There was also
something about the direct/indirect coombs test. What he decided was wrong with me
was that I had tested positive for infectious mononucleosis (I later read this can indicate
Wilson’s). I asked him how I could’ve gotten mono, since I had been at home for months
and my wife and I had not been intimate for some time because I had been too ill. He
looked at me skeptically and said something about kissing or sexual contact (of which I
knew neither had occurred). He said I only needed to rest and offered some form of sleep
aid, which I picked up at the local COSTCO. I continued to study and research and
attempt to find natural products that would help me recover.
My short term memory was getting so bad, and the effort to get up out of a chair so
strenuous that by the time I stood, I was forgetting why I had made the effort in the first
place. I was forgetting food in the microwave, and I began to think I was developing
early stage Alzheimer’s. At forty years of age, this was very draining that not only was I
physically without life force, but that mentally I was beginning to suffer as well. I thank
God, my wife found this product known as Lucidal. About a month after taking it
continuously, I woke up one morning remembering everything clearly that had happened
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at the hospital. I wept and I wept. And then I got angry. Angry enough to begin to
seriously research transfusion reactions and everything that had happened to me together
with my progressing worsening symptoms of illness. As I did so, I came across ample
information that what had actually happened to me is known as an acute hemolytic
adverse transfusion reaction. It’s a reaction that occurs when a recipient is given
incompatible blood and causes pulmonary edema (suffocation on your own bodily fluids)
followed by cardiac arrest and can result in death. Adverse transfusion reactions such as
this are supposed to be handled immediately so that the donor’s blood and recipient’s can
be analyzed to find out just what brought on the reaction. In my case, the Rh factor
incompatibility was the primary reason, but raw blood is a last resort not a first in an
emergency situation because of all the antigens and antibodies involved in both donor
and recipient. (I learned this as a medical laboratory technician in the Army when I was
younger). Regardless, raw O- blood was given me against my express verbal and written
instructions and nearly caused my instantaneous death and now is causing an even worse
scenario in that I’m dying in excruciating pain as a result.
Let me explain further. I continued to seek the reason(s) for my ill health as I developed
more and more symptoms. My dental hygienist (because this office is not involved in the
cover-up I will protect their identity at this time but I will say, my dentist was going to
examine my mouth when I called him and told him about certain conditions in my mouth
and told me to stop by anytime, I notified him I was coming and shortly before I arrived
they closed their doors, shut off the lights (although I knew they were inside because I
walked across the hall and the receptionist there told me she just saw them and was
surprised they were suddenly “closed”); in addition, this busy family practice suddenly
changed their normal operating hours as a result, I strongly believe they were pressured
by our corrupt government officials trying to keep Wilson’s from public knowledge); yes,
the hygienist noted that I had petechiae (tiny, pin-point red dots in my inner lips and
mucous lining of my mouth); she said that a friend of hers had developed those shortly
before she was diagnosed with leukemia and that it was probably not so serious in my
case, but that I should look into it. Well, she didn’t know it, but the symptoms I had been
experiencing kept directing me to leukemia on the Internet; so this didn’t bode well with
me. As I researched this additional symptom, it only confirmed my suspicions, but
another topic of study reared its ugly head.
It’s a hereditary condition know as Wilson’s Disease. If you decide to research this
topic, I strongly suggest you do so from a public forum, such as a library. I didn’t know
it at the time, but this condition is being kept from public knowledge and even from the
knowledge of the majority of medical practitioners. Those in the “know” about this
condition in hospitals across America may not be trustworthy. (At least not the ones I’ve
encountered). You see, a patient with Wilson’s will almost most certainly die from a bad
transfusion. But let me continue as to how I finally figured out all that had happened to
me and why.
I started seeing a highly recommended physician, Dr. William Correll, 3424 S Grand Av
Spokane, WA 509-838-5800 (“Complimentary and Alternative Medicine”) that was also
a naturopath in Washington. I had extensive blood analyses done and there were noted
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issues. Still elevated ALT, extremely low testosterone levels, borderline elevations in
glucose and other issues that when all brought together with all the other symptoms I was
experiencing kept pointing to Wilson’s and leukemia. But my physician discarded the
notion of leukemia because he said I didn’t have elevated WBC’s. (Not all forms cause
this although the majority do, but I didn’t know it at the time). He diagnosed me with
Chronic Fatigue and Fibromyalgia and prescribed some natural herbal sleep aids and
herbal pain relief formulas. As I studied further on the Internet, these diagnoses seemed
like nothing but a catch all for conditions when physicians couldn’t figure out what was
really wrong with their patients. (BEFORE I figured out that I had Wilson’s, I applied
for life insurance with Lincoln and they turned me down citing that it was something in
this doctors medical record as the reason. They stated no specific reason, because the
truth of why I was turned down was that Dr. Correll violated doctor patient
confidentiality and sent my correspondence with him on to them; thereby he prevented
me from being able to look after my family as I had intended because of how bad I was
feeling at the time; though undiagnosed).
I began reading more on Wilson’s. There were terms I didn’t know the definitions of and
so had to find out what they meant and as I did so, I began to realize that I possessed
every single observable symptom of the condition. (For the sake of those reading let me
go over some of the major symptoms: I believe the most significant sign/symptom is
what are called Kayser-Fleischer rings; however the definition I read online is incorrect;
in simple terms it is a darker ring around the colored part of each eye of varying thickness
(a very narrow perfect symmetrical ring the size of a thread is probably NOT a K-F ring,
but a murky ring of varying thickness at times blurring into the whites of the eyes (and
especially if in connection with these murky or darker rings you possess virtually
constant blood-shot eyes or if you look closely at the whites of your eyes they are turning
yellowish (very light yellow is still significant!); yes, regardless of the color of this ring
(because the color varies due to the chromosomal color of each persons eyes, for
example, someone with blue eyes, most likely will have a dark blue K-F ring within the
iris of each eye and PERHAPS brownish discoloration as it blurs into the whites of the
eyes, someone with brown eyes will have very dark brown rings or may even look black,
green will engender dark green etc. I believe the reason for this is that your eyes are filled
with very fine capillaries and as they get clogged with heavy metal deposits (brought on
by a combination of hemachromatosis and the spherocytosis (because immature
RBC’s(red blood cells) don’t properly eliminate the toxic buildup in the cells AND the
Rouleaux, chain formation RBC’s, further clog capillaries causing the blood-shot eyes),
so the metals get deposited beneath the chromosomal coloration of the iris at the outer
edges in varying thickness, and the brownish blur of the ring into the whites has that
coloration because the prominent metals being deposited are iron and copper found in
most foods in varying degrees. (This is why taking zinc is so important (zinc chelationbinds with these heavy metals in the digestive process and helps prevent these toxic
build-ups in your body (liver, eyes, brain, kidneys, spleen, are usually first affected
because of the amount of capillaries in these) with each meal is currently one of the best
things someone can do who has this hereditary condition (don’t take too much probably
most would do best with 25 mg per meal but if you eat large quantities of red meat or
high iron and copper content foods could be as high as 50 mg per meal). Detoxification
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baths in 1-2 cups of Clorox bleach (Clorox has a higher purification standard than some
so best to stick to name brand, according to the health book I read) the amount will
depend on your comfort level and the size of the tub (amount of water in the tub), will
help pull out the metals through your skin and can help relieve the toxic aches and pains
associated with the poisonous accumulation in your tissues. I tried other baths, like
vinegar, mustard, special herbals and salts (expensive), but for me the most beneficial
was the Clorox baths (inexpensive). Also sweating is good, but you MUST be especially
careful to stay hydrated during any sauna or physical activity because the condition
brings less of all that cells need (including water) and in later stages, gastric dumping
occurs as the digestive tract fails and the body gets even less nutrients and hydration. In
addition, I have found purification measures by green and white teas, grape seed extract,
Compound X by Two Feathers, organic orange and apple juices, green apples, oatmeal
(and other colon therapies), folic acid, powdered vitamin C (Ultra C- Dr. James
Chappell’s (READ HIS BOOK – “The Cure for Diabetes and Every Dis-Ease; a Promise
Made is a Promise Kept”, “lifepak”), honey is a great source of energy, easily
assimilated, immune properties, and the enzymes aide in digestion, I use it instead of
sugar to sweeten everything, and cinnamon helps dramatically to level blood sugar (so I
lightly baste green apples in cinnamon and honey and mix it in the oatmeal after it’s
prepared, and I brew my tea with plenty of small cinnamon sticks, ginger (helps with
nausea and motion sickness – I keep candied ginger in all my vehicles; so that if I’m able
to travel I can keep mine at bay), and honey and then chill the tea after brewing (I’ve
found a mixture of green, green chai, green orange spice, green honey lemon ginseng in
equal proportions to be absolutely delicious) so I can drink it until about 5:00 or so at
night, when I recommend going to organic apple juice with a half dropper full of liquid
phos to help keep your liver and gallbladder clear (for a week out of each month) or the
chamomile tea and honey warm (if you’re not lactose intolerant a little warm milk or
cream in the tea helps also); half organic orange juice half purified water throughout the
day helps keep your depleted vitamin C levels up (important for helping your challenged
immune system fight off infections) are all FAR more helpful than ANY of the current
experimental medications I have read about thus far).
Continuing on with
signs/symptoms I found a couple life long issues with myself are insomnia (chamomile
tea with honey, and Dr. Bell’s or Dr. Teitelbaum’s (doctor associated with chronic fatigue
and Fibromyalgia) herbal sleep formula best help so far), and bouncing leg while sitting
or dancing/twitching leg in bed (it’s so frequent and unconscious with me my wife is
constantly irritated by it), in fact, blinking overmuch, nervous facial or body twitches, or
fingers (people with Wilson’s often like to keep hands in pockets or fold them together
and hold them even if they’re unconscious about it (most are) they are controlling
trembling and twitching that has most likely been with them for a lifetime but becomes
more pronounced with aging as the metals build up in the moto-nuerological functioning
of the brain, so palsies, Parkinson’s, and other similar disorders can develop, (online a
test is provided that if you hold out your hands relaxed in front of you they may flop at
the wrist or fingers up and down or if you lay on your back and bend your knees and
keeping your feet together let your knees part very relaxed that your knees may start
bouncing back together as you relax and spread them further apart), but for me my whole
life it was my fingers that twitched as my arms hung relaxed at my sides, my hands
trembling and knees bouncing in this test only developed after this attempt on my life. I
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had a teacher that has Wilson’s growing up that had uncontrollable muscle flexing, eye’s
blinking, and neck twitching; so any moto-neurological issues of any kind; especially if
you have K-F rings is HIGHLY indicative of Wilson’s. Let me stray at this point into
some personality traits of people I’ve noted with Wilson’s. Most I’ve met so far are very
talented, intelligent, often dynamically strong and yet can demonstrate difficulty in
concentrating, easily bored, easily irritated (road rage), easily disappointed in what they
perceive is incompetence in others everywhere they go, very impatient (virtually
incapable of waiting in long lines), often feel like if they don’t do it, it just won’t get done
right at all. As children they might have been diagnosed with ADD or when older with
adult attention deficit disorder. Part of the reason we’re irritated with others is that we
are driven to succeed and be as best as we can be and part of it is that because we value
that in ourselves we are disappointed when others are lazy or don’t take their work
seriously. The other reason we’re irritated is that we often possess heightened sensitivity
(some might even consider to be ESP) and so noises, bright lights, certain rough clothing
or sheets, ANYTHING we perceive through our senses can be EXTRA annoying. As we
grow older, the constant muscular (muscles tight and knotted all the time, very difficult to
“relax”) pain, joint pain, recurring headaches/migraines, organ pain coupled (PAIN all
over sometimes very specific like an injured area, sometimes migratory) with chronic
fatigue is so frustrating (due to our “type A” driven personalities) that we are often
irritable even when we don’t want to be (with our loved ones). Another frustration is that
we think much more rapidly than we can talk and sometimes seems very hard for us to
speak properly or as we would like and in extreme cases we wish others would just
telecommunicate with us to save the effort. We are often concerned about our overall
health, but because we are driven we are people of extremes, extreme sports, extreme
learning, extreme artistry, but on the negative side can become extreme over-eaters, drug
addicts, criminals, because people with Wilson’s often tend to “go for it” and deem
anything worth doing should be done with gusto or not at all. Back to physical signs and
symptoms. I could write a volume on this topic; rather, I’m going to cover just why
Wilson’s is the number one cause of all terminal illnesses worldwide (or I should say
makes us more susceptible to all terminal illnesses).
To this day, scientists are still proving the Holy Bible is the Word of the Living GOD,
our Creator, as the Lord showed the prophets thousands of years ago that the earth was
round (a sphere) and even the measure of it’s radius, the hydro-cycle, the method of
creation and biological cycles and hereditary properties (genetics), astrophysics, and, my
point, stated “the life is in the blood”. In healthy blood, the red blood cells are not hollow
in their centers but donut shaped for a variety of reasons. In that translucent center is the
ability of the cell to expand and contract as necessary through capillaries and so flow
smoothly through the body. With each heart beat blood flows through main arteries
similar to the way traffic moves through super highways (at least when there are no
accidents or congestion). And then the blood picks up oxygen (and unfortunately
pollutants) from the lungs as we inhale and nutrients from the digestive tract like those of
us who travel to the store and pick up groceries to bring home or supplies for work. If all
goes well, we travel main thoroughfares and usually onto ever smaller streets and roads
until we reach our destination. In the same way blood carries what is needed to their
place of work (organs, muscles, bones, neural pathways, and other individual cells of the
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body so that each is fed and receives needed inspiration (oxygen). (In the body of Christ,
this is like those who through prayer, receive inspiration from GOD, and through the
study of His Word, receive food (Spiritual Wisdom and Knowledge) for the body of
Christ and sent out on a mission (from the Heart), go to places to dispense what they have
received, to other “cells” of the body. While there hopefully, confessions of sins (toxic
waste) is made by those cells, people are healed of false doctrines (cancers of the body)
and other sins are uprooted (urination and defecation of each cell in our natural body and
exhalation, pollutants, toxins are removed). So the natural shows the spiritual
functioning and the spiritual the natural). So a blood cell interacts with another cell,
brings what it needs to live and then removes what is ailing it, travels to excretory organs
and systems to get rid of all the toxic wastes before making the rounds all over again.
(It’s much more complicated but this gets my point across). We all get what we need to
work and live, we travel and share it with others, we have regular waste removal in order
as a society to function properly. Whether it’s the natural body we’re talking about, or
the Spiritual Body of Christ or society as a whole, “the Life is in the Blood”. In Wilson’s
however, the spherocytosis of the blood cells makes each cell smaller, harder, and round.
It doesn’t have the pliancy it needs to squeeze through tight spots, it doesn’t have the
hollowed center it needs to pick up oxygen and nutrients properly, and when it tries it can
burst or simply is inadequate for the task. As a result, cells throughout the body don’t get
what they need to live beginning with the capillaries (tightest spots). As capillaries
become clogged (blood-shot, irritated, dry eyes, headaches, dry skin (especially shins
wrists, scalp (dandruff) and other low blood supply regions), the heart has to start beating
harder and more rapidly (epidemic and ever increasing high blood pressure and faster
resting pulse rates as more degeneration occurs). Inside organs start to suffer
dramatically. The liver has to take on more as toxic waste builds up in the body because
the small blood cells not only can’t bring what each cell in the rest of the body needs to
stay alive, they don’t have the hollow area to handle the waste removal of each cell as
well and so heavy metals start to build up in capillary supplied regions first (which is why
Kayser-Fleischer rings can vary in thickness depending on diet, environmental pollution
or other toxic exposure and the stage that Wilson’s blood has degenerated to. It’s also
why metal sensitivities to jewelry can develop as well as why if one person with Wilson’s
is exposed to the same carcinogenic environment that a person who doesn’t have the
condition is exposed to, the person with Wilson’s will develop cancer first. And
furthermore why now that our global environment is reaching toxic levels in our air, food
and water why people with Wilson’s are starting to die off by the millions and will
shortly reach epidemic proportions. People who don’t have the condition might be
thinking all the better for them as the world’s population is decreased, but when a society
loses its thinkers, and largely intelligent people, the whole of humanity suffers. I’m not
saying that people without Wilson’s aren’t gifted, but I believe if blood tests could still be
performed, president Kennedy, Howard Hughes, Einstein, Malcom X, Mohammed Ali
and the like (some of the world’s greatest “movers and shakers”) would show they all had
the condition. In addition, the truth of the matter is that our Creator is saying to the world
thereby, if you don’t do something quick, you’ll all end up likewise. I am not one
hundred percent certain, but I believe the millions that are dying in Africa right now
should be investigated immediately by Wilson’s experts. Granted there probably is a
certain percentage dying of AIDS, but I listened to the testimonies of many of those
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dying and their children and it appeared to me that many were godly, monogamous
people. Back to the signs/symptoms again. If your blood isn’t functioning properly, and
organs start failing as a result, say hello to every form of terminal illness. One develops
diabetes, another, cirrhosis, another Alzheimer’s, another asthma, another kidney failure,
and eventually after the mind and body deteriorates sufficiently and if the afflicted hasn’t
died from all the other conditions they developed, the heart fails from the excessive
strain. In addition, as organs fail, our hormonal production is affected and menopause
can be more severe in woman and in men, we can suffer from a hormonal imbalance as
well. This imbalance in the sexes can cause women to have more masculine traits like
aggressive tendencies, facial hair (more body hair period) and certain parts of their
genitilia to shrink, and likewise men can start developing breast tissue and have their
genitilia shrink as well. (This is probably the most embarrassing part of Wilson’s (from a
worldly carnal perspective); the hormonal imbalance making woman more like men and
men more like women – now I know a lot of people might not want to fess up to this, but
it is a significant symptom and shouldn’t be ignored, we’re all still complete in Christ and
after all in the beginning the male and female were one body (this is a spiritually
significant event that God, by the Holy Ghost will reveal later)! God has shown me, by
the power of the Holy Ghost, in numerous dreams that there are untreated millions right
here in the United States and that we all need to pray to Him right now and seek His Will
for our lives right now as never before, because our time is short. I really, really, really,
really don’t want another soul on the planet to suffer what I have and still am going
through right now, but God calls us each to fulfill our purpose at our appointed moment
in “history”.
I started seeing another physician, (I don’t want to even refer to these murderous
conspirators as doctors, they don’t deserve the title but), Dr. Scott Burgstahler, 207
Church St. Sandpoint, ID 208-263-6876, in order to get even more blood work done and I
specifically wanted the definitive tests done to determine if I, in fact, had the condition. I
told him it was important to have a microscopic morphology analysis done of my cells;
not just a computerized count. When I went to the local hospital, Bonner County
General, in Idaho to get this round of blood work done, I asked if I could look at my cells
under the microscope because I had been a lab tech in the Army and I wanted to see them
for myself. The lab tech at the hospital made me uneasy when she referred to herself as a
vampire for over twenty years (her name I believe started with an “A”) I was given
permission to look at my blood smear on the slide and I thank God for that. As I looked,
I recognized abnormalities, but I couldn’t place just what they were at the time. I knew
that there were things wrong with both my RBC’s and WBC’s (red and white blood
cells), but just what I couldn’t remember because it had been almost twenty years since
my training. But I went home and immediately got on the Internet where I found images
of exactly what I had seen in my own cells. One of the conditions was spherocytosis
(your red blood cells are small round and immature; somewhere between 30 and 70% that
of a normal healthy sized cell, and not possessing the elastic translucent middle, but
literally sphere-shaped hence the term), another was Rouleaux Formation (causes the
RBC’s to form chains and the formation makes it harder for them to travel through
capillaries and decreases the efficiency of properly functioning blood), another was that I
saw two WBC’s (monoblasts) that had lacy cytoplasm and looked exactly what a
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laboratory scientist had recorded on the Internet and called acute monoblastic leukemia
M5 type 2. I KNOW what I saw and I can show the same to ANYONE with eyes to see!
But the lab technician at the hospital had looked at my cells for a micro-second and
determined everything was “normal”; and that’s what went into my medical record.
About this same time, I showed Burgstahler documentation and printed my digital diary
complete with color photos showing my yellowing sclera (whites of eyes), palms, and
arm pits, the petechiae breaking out on my arms and told him how seriously ill I felt.
Here are just a few of the images I showed him:
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Instead of helping me, he mocked me, insulted me, and dismissed all easily observed
visual observations. He chuckled as he showed me my modified medical record from
Deaconess, and suggested mockingly that I might try to find an attorney. I at least got
him to order the MRI and CT Scan also done at Bonner General Hospital. He’s the one
who lied to me about getting the review I requested done when I noted bone marrow
degeneration, untreated Wilson’s indicators in the brain and other serious conditions in
the MRI and CT Scan. It should be noted that ever since I figured out what has been
going on, I have not been able to get one diagnosis signed, and even receptionists for
these physicians and technicians are unwilling to provide their last names as witnesses of
denied medical care and intentional misdiagnoses.
About this same time, I went to the physician, Dr. Correll, in Washington again with my
wife and told him again of my suspicions but he dismissed them even though I pointed
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out that my lab results indicated I had the condition. (I had done further research and
combined all my blood work together with abnormalities therein and matched them to
possible conditions indicated). He prescribed an anti-depressant for my wife at the time
known as Cymbalta. He wanted to prescribe it for me also, but I’m so fundamentally
opposed to pharmaceuticals that I declined and told him once again that I wasn’t
depressed, just in a lot of pain and extreme fatigue. When I pressed about Wilson’s he
referred me to a hematologist in Washington. I also told him at the time that the
hemolytic reaction could cause all the symptoms and prolonged suffering in a Wilson’s
patient but he apparently didn’t understand how. In brief, a hemolytic reaction destroys
so many of the “healthy” blood cells that the unhealthy ones proliferate (upsetting the
“delicate balance”) and causes an ever increasing decline in health as organs and tissues
start to die off from lack of good blood getting to them. So places with low blood supply
like shins become itchy and skin conditions (rashes, psoriases, etc. can develop), organs
with fine capillaries like eyes, become constantly blood shot, migraines develop, liver
and kidney conditions, etc. Anyone who has Wilson’s hereditary blood condition, needs
to be especially careful during any surgical procedure and make certain a witness is
always present that will check the blood products to make sure they are an exact type
match and preferably, the patient pre-donates their own blood for the event.
I continued to research more online and came across a term known as hemachromatosis
and suddenly I remembered! I remembered why I had insisted on an exact match
transfusion and why I didn’t want one in the first place. I could see her squatting in front
of me in the hospital back in 1988 where she had looked intently into my eyes and told
me that it was very important that I remembered what she was about to tell me. This
particular hematologist had discovered that I had antibodies to negative Rh factor and she
explained I probably developed them at birth if I had never had a transfusion before. She
also discovered that I had spherocytosis, Rouleaux formation, hemachromatosis, and
suspected I might have what she called was a “rare condition known as Wilson’s
Disease”, but at the time I could not get further testing done. I asked her why it was so
important and she took the time to explain to me that with my condition, I had probably
developed what she called a “delicate balance” but that a bad transfusion could upset that
balance in my blood and cause organ failure, blindness, a slow painful death and
eventually a heart attack if I didn’t die from my other organs failing first. She said at the
time there was no known cure, but that in the future there might be. Nevertheless, she
said; if you remember nothing at all, remember that if you ever need a transfusion in the
future you MUST insist on an EXACT MATCH ONLY, O+ ONLY! (And that’s what I
had remembered when I had gone in for surgery sixteen years later)
I started feeling so badly, that I decided when I had enough strength I was going to start
documenting my symptoms day by day with digital media and by diary. I also went to
see Burgstahler again in Idaho because I was having severe abdominal pain and bloating
as well as intense migraines. I had an MRI and CT scan done and obtained a digital copy
of the images. I was shocked when after I looked at them I found indications of bone
marrow degeneration, and untreated Wilson’s indicators (“giant panda face” in mid brain
and “hummingbird sign” as well as evidences of deposits heavy metals in various cranial
regions and two images were missing in a region of the remaining image that looked like
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it might be indicative of seizures) in my MRI images, further I had a dramatically
enlarged liver and spleen, also indicating Wilson’s. Together with gallstones, jaundice
in my hands and yellow sclera, red swollen face, itchy rashes, petechiae appearing on my
skin and spider and cherry angiomas, my body was screaming that I had untreated
Wilson’s and probably leukemia as well, but when I brought all these to my physician’s
attention, he dismissed it all outright. I requested an immediate review of my MRI and
CT images by the head radiologist at the hospital where they were taken. (That reminds
me, when I went into get them done, the technicians asked me before they even started if
I was still urinating (I thought that was an extremely strange question at the time and had
never thought that a person could cease urinating)) But this is just another plain
indication that the people involved know I have Wilson’s and they are all conspiring to
cover it up and in the process are letting me die in a way I know no one would want to
experience. At least in this country, pain relief is offered in such cases, but I don’t trust a
medical practitioner now as a result not to poison me or inflict some even more tortuous
substance into my body; so I am left as I ever have, to trust solely in the Grace, Love and
Power of our Lord and Savior JESUS (YAHOSHUAH), the Only Way to be Reconciled
to GOD and gain Heaven!
After I learned I had gallstones, my wife found out about a product known as Compound
X by Two Feathers and it came with instructions on how to perform a liver/gallbladder
cleanse. I knew I had liver issues from the developing jaundice and I knew I had to get
rid of the gallstones due to all the pain I was having in the region. So I followed the
instructions with a slight modification due to my weight and size and got rid of the
gallstones and also the build up in the diverticulae of my intestines. But the instructions
called for hydro therapy following. I have tried unsuccessfully for months now to get
into see her. This practitioner is the only one I know of in my town and came
recommended from female colleagues. I tried by phone repeatedly to gain an
appointment and I finally started offering additional payment if she would only treat me.
I offered double, then triple and finally quadruple her normal fee. I couldn’t understand
why she wouldn’t see me; so I decided even though it is hard for me to travel to go into
her office and seek an appointment in person. While I waited I saw numerous patients of
hers and all were females. I handed her a written request for an appointment and that
night I received a call from a local sheriff threatening me with a stalking charge. (As of
July 09, 2006 I wish to correct the previous sentence, the call from the sheriff occurred
after I hadn’t heard from the practitioner after handing her the note; so I called one more
time and asked her to please grow spiritually and see me even if she had a problem with
treating men, because I desperately needed it, and so it was after that call/message I left
on her phone that the sheriff called me and not the day I handed her the note). I was so
incredulous that I asked him if he minded if I recorded the conversation, which he
allowed me to do. I then responded by faxing him evidence that for a practitioner to deny
medical service based on sex was a violation of federal statutes and for him to prevent me
from obtaining needed medical treatment was also a violation thereby. I let three weeks
pass in extreme patience with no call from either party and no appointment; so I filed a
federal complaint with the appropriate office. Next thing, I started seeing police vehicles
parked outside places I went to shop and along my regular routes and one trailed me for
no reason. I faxed them an apology that I had not intended to offend any of them, I just
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wanted to get desperately needed medical care and that they should be upholding the law
and helping me obtain that appointment. As of this date, I still have not been able to
obtain this necessary treatment due to discrimination.
During this time, I had called the Wilson’s Disease national center and was astonished to
get the president of the organization (“Mary”, I can’t remember her last name but it’s on
her site wilsonsdisease.org (again only visit from a public forum like a library)) on the
line directly. When I told her my name she asked in disbelief for me to repeat my name
and when I did suddenly a fax tone sounded in the phone. It was as if she had been told I
would be calling in and that she was trying to get rid of me for some reason. I called
back because I wanted to get the brochures to give to my physicians that told them how
to diagnose Wilson’s and what tests to give for definitive diagnosis. Within a few days
after I left my name and address, government vehicles began to appear in my home town
and follow me about. In addition, places I frequented suddenly would have change in
personnel when I walked through the door. Especially when I went back to the hospital
to get the review I had requested and that my local physician, Burgstahler, had said had
confirmed that nothing was wrong with the images. I asked for signatures and ID’s of
those who had stated this and found out that no review was ever done at all and that my
physician (Burgstahler) had out rightly lied to me.
During all this, I started hearing recording devices on my phone, files proving these facts
were suddenly deleted off my computer (although I still have more than ample evidence
of ALL that I affirm in this affidavit under penalties of perjury!) I started having record
number of virus attacks on my various systems. One of my monitors was taken out by a
“death spike”. People started knowing my name everywhere I went when I was mostly a
rather inconspicuous individual prior. Drivers of government cars started watching my
every move. A vehicle of mine was tampered with so that I had to take it to a local shop,
Les Schwab, where someone sped off with it off of the lot (I have filed a formal
complaint regarding this event, all pertinent names are filed with the complaint).
At first I thought all the government vehicles (I know what plate numbers are reserved
for federal and state officials because I tried to get them one time for spiritual reasons and
Department of Motor Vehicles/Licensing personnel told me I couldn’t because those
plate numbers were designated for that purpose) was due to the fact that one of my clients
had told me about a website called 911whatreallyhappened.com (if you decide to visit
this site make certain it is done from a public forum like a library) but the files that were
being deleted had to do with proving Wilson’s. I finally got to see the hematologist, Dr.
Robert Laugan 12615 E. Mission, Ste. 200 Spokane, WA 509-228-1200, who was elderly
and apparently nationally recognized in his field. It had been a long road to get to see
him and I finally thought I was seeing someone competent enough to correctly diagnose
me. I handed him the clinician’s guide for diagnosing Wilson’s and told him I wanted to
be tested for two specific illnesses both of which were very serious. One was Wilson’s
and the other leukemia. He began verbally dismissing both out of hand! I couldn’t
believe it! He wouldn’t even look at the Wilson’s guide! I was both flabbergasted and
enraged! I had just told him through years of research and agonizing pain, I believed I
was suffering from two terminal illnesses and he wasn’t even willing to do the tests or
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read how really simple they were! He was saying something like he didn’t know anyone
in the entire region who could diagnose the condition. (I was handing him the guide! It is
VERY easy)! And he wouldn’t even take the time! My patience was gone at that point;
this went beyond incompetence to willful negligence or perhaps intent to let me die. I did
raise my voice at him at that point. He finally conceded to test my blood at least for
spherocytosis. When he came back with negative results, I KNEW that this was
INTENTIONAL COVER UP OF ALL THAT HAD OCCURRED TO ME! THERE
WAS NO RECORD OF THE TRANSFUSION (ALTHOUGH I HAVE IRREFUTABLE
EVIDENCE OF IT) AND A LEADING HEMATOLOGIST COULDN’T RECOGINIZE
OVER 50% AFFECTED RBC’S WITH SPHEROCYTOSIS! I KNOW he knows that I
have both Wilson’s and leukemia but is refusing to diagnose me. I got a copy of his lying
report in my medical record where he liabled me and quoted Dr. Burgstahler (who has
never looked at my blood to the best of my knowledge) stating, “just like you told me no
spherocytosis”, PROVING Burgstahler, prejudiced the test before it was even done. In
addition, Burgstahler talked of psychiatric condition BEFORE even a quack diagnosed
me, PROVING further this man liabled me without reason. AND he slandered me on the
phone to the staff at the radiology department when I caught him in a lie that he had
never gotten the review I requested and that he had said was done. The staff patronized
me after talking with him on the phone (why did they call him in the first place, all I did
was request a copy of the review). Again and again, as I have stated people are working
together to keep you, the public, in the dark about this serious hereditary condition. And
as a result, I will use the last of my life force and channel the great pain they are causing
me to be in, into telling every last soul on the planet, as long as GOD gives me strength
and keeps me alive!
So I began to put it all together. Why would the government be interested in me? Why
are all my physicians refusing to correctly diagnose me? Why am I dying in excruciating
pain? While I figured it out, my wife, Jane Swenson, my brother, James Swenson, and
my “friends”, Glenn and Kat Westbrook, all started thinking I was “crazy” because all
these physicians were saying I’m fine when I was telling them that I had these serious
conditions. And they especially started thinking it when I tried to point out the
government conspiracy involved. So they tricked me into going to another hospital,
Kootenai Medical Center, in the North Idaho Behavioral Health (NIBH) division, where
they swore to me an expert in Wilson’s was and I ended up in a mental ward where these
same practitioners (co-conspirators), Dr. David Wait, Dr. Miller possibly others involved
but these two are definitely complicit, tried to give me chemical lobotomizers seroquel,
depakote, and other such harsh medications as to kill a person in my condition! They
kept me illegally incarcerated against my will for a week. During that week that seemed
much longer, I found out to my horror that all of this was a standard of practice for
corrupt medical practitioners! Patients that these corrupt doctors had made “mistakes” on
were routinely placed in mental wards (according to the individuals I spoke with that had
been in these institutions for many years). They were given such strong chemicals that it
made them appear so incompetent no one would believe or listen to them. In the
meantime, these corrupt practitioners drained the victim’s financial resources and through
“kangaroo courts” got them routinely committed and were given drugs until they were
either brain dead or really dead! They did this intentionally so no one would listen to or
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believe their testimonies and so they could avoid taking responsibility for their
intentional/or possibly unintentional “mistakes” in medical practice! I witnessed a very
well organized and oiled machine of corruption first hand as a quack, David Wait,
diagnosed me with a serious mental illness (bipolar something) without even talking with
me and tried to give me lethal doses (for a person with my stage of Wilson’s and
leukemia) of serious medications. I heard him coach my wife into saying that I had
threatened her (when I have never done any such thing in all the years we’ve been
together) so that he could place me on administrative hold and he was rushing me to one
of the kangaroo courts these other poor souls were warning me about when I chose to
follow their advice and pretend to take the “medication” they were proffering me; so that
they couldn’t route me to a state institution where no one would see me again. I’m NOT
lying! I’m NOT crazy! This is occurring regularly all over the United States according to
one witness in particular that had been in and out of these institutions since the sixties.
Furthermore, he said it was legal for them to make you urinate and defecate naked in a
locked room and physically force dangerous medications into your body if they chose to
do so. That practice is absolutely outrageous and MUST be stopped IMMEDIATELY!
Just put yourself for one instance in their place! Some arrogant quack pronounces you
insane all because you don’t think the way he or she does and FORCES highly
dangerous, organ damaging, brain damaging, and potentially lethal substances into you
regardless of your personal wishes on the matter. Even IF someone needs medication
NO ONE should be forced to take medication the prescribing “doctor” wouldn’t take
themselves! THAT IS MOST CERTAINLY CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT
AS WELL AS DEPRIVATION OF LIFE, LIBERTY AND HAPPINESS WITHOUT
DUE PROCESS OF LAW!
IF SOMEONE HASN’T ACTUALLY HURT
THEMSELVES OR SOMEONE ELSE WITH VISIBLE, IRREFUTABLE EVIDENCE
THERE IS NO WAY THEY SHOULD BE LOCKED UP UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES! NO ONE SHOULD BE ABLE TO CALL UP A MENTAL
INSTITUTION AND SAY SO AND SO IS ACTING STRANGE AND GET THEM
LOCKED UP JUST BY THAT! BUT IT IS HAPPENING IN THESE MENTAL
WARDS ALL THE TIME! I TALKED WITH INDIVIDUAL AFTER INDIVIDUAL
THAT HAD BEEN ILLEGALLY DETAINED IN THIS MANNER! (BESIDES
EXPERIENCING IT FOR MYSELF)!
I further wish to document that fiber optic cameras are located throughout NIBH where
all occupants are spied on 24/7 and they can take still images of the occupants at will.
While there I witnessed such occurring as images were taken of my face and fingers,
presumably so they can put my prints on some crime weapon or frame my image so that
they can keep me silent if people start listening to me. I don’t just speculate about this, as
I found a listening device on my property shaped like a black plastic gas cap but had a
lens in the center and was heavy like metal inside. I PURPOSELY picked it up by
scooping it into my palm so that no fingers ever touched it and I examined it thoroughly
while it sat in my palm. Kat Westbrook, (when she lied to me and swore to God, she was
taking me to see a Wilson’s expert and that I would not spend more than one night in any
hospital, and that she would never leave my side which was the only reason I agreed to
accompany her, because Christians will still lie to other Christians, but I couldn’t believe
any one who claims to belong to Christ would give an oath to God, intending all the
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while to break it; proving the proverb “foolish is the man who puts his trust in man, but
wise is the man who puts his trust in GOD”), also saw it and dismissed it. I didn’t want
the spies to know that I knew what it was; so I tossed it planning to pick it up and submit
it as evidence. But while I was illegally held at NIBH, Kat went back and picked it up
and said it was light in weight and hollow. I knew the spies had switched it then, because
she claimed my finger prints were all over it when I had never touched it with my fingers.
(she is former law enforcement and is how she apparently discovered my prints on it).
As a result this warned me that these same spies plan on framing me for something I
haven’t done. Furthermore, poison attempts were made with my food and beverages
while at NIBH and I have proof of such. In addition, men deposited reflective metal
pieces of some device I have never seen in the grass outside and leading up to my
window outside of my room while there. I don’t mean to state that all staff there were or
are corrupt, perhaps some legitimately think it’s alright to give these strong chemicals to
people that mostly just need to be loved, listened to and filled with Jesus Christ and the
Holy Ghost. I don’t think secular humanity has made any significant progress in the
cruel and unusual punishment going on in America’s mental institutions; if anything, it
may be getting worse as an elitist, fourth reich mentality emerges that hates God’s people
and anyone they think are less worthy to live than themselves. In order to obtain my
release, I had to challenge my rebellious wife, the one I’m now going through divorce
and separation proceedings with (who, although I esteem for her many virtuous qualities;
or I wouldn’t have been with her the past decade, the majority of the time disobeys me
and does whatever she feels like) and so I obtained my release by saying to her that it
would be impossible for her to get me out of there. I furthermore, had to promise my
“Judas Iscariot”, “friends” that I would take a harmful medication upon release until I
was better. Well I was better the instant I walked out the door, but just to make them all
feel that I kept my word, I actually tried to take as little as 25 mg of seroquel every day at
first and then every other day but it made my tongue and lips swell, my face twitch,
caused abdominal bloating, and gave me liver and kidney pain besides numb feeling in
my left arm and chest area. I informed them that the substance was harmful to me and
they still wanted me to take it regardless; therefore, these individuals who wish to harm
me are no longer welcome on my property; and if I have any say in the matter, in my
presence. And IF they make it to heaven by God’s Grace, that they are kept in the
furthest reaches of the Universe from me, except they repent of their great evil in
betraying me to my adversaries and in having the greatest part in my marital problems at
present (convincing my wife to scheme against me and put me, illegally, in the mental
ward; sticking me with unjust medical bills in excess of $15,000, fifteen thousand
dollars). On top of that, after I told them and my wife that if she valued our marriage, she
would have nothing to do with them, I heard them still conspiring against me; falsely
accusing me of breaking my promise to take harmful chemicals (medications) until I was
better. (Even though I knew the substance was very harmful, I still tried to take it
regardless; just because I had given my word that I would; but after it was clear to me
that if I continued, it might kill me, I stopped. These ignorants have made me so angry
I’d like to see them all stuff their faces with poisons they know are harmful just so they
understand – not really but you get the idea. From my spirit, I really just want them to
repent and live unto and follow our Lord Jesus Christ, Yahoshuah, all the rest of their
days because right now they only think they are Christians; they’re (like so many others)
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not studying His Word (reading the Holy Bible and praying for His Understanding), and
not doing His Will, but are yet carnal and going about daily doing whatever they want).
Therefore, I am grieved to realize that many who call themselves Christians are fulfilling
the scripture that states, “the days will come when those who kill you, think they are
doing me (GOD, the LORD) a service” and “a man’s enemies/foes will be those of his
own household” ((Lk 21:16, 9:1-27, 10, 12:1-56, 14:26-35, Mk 13:12, 8:34-38, Mt 24:913, 10:7-36-42, 16:24-28). The sad truth is that Kat and Glen Westbrook also have
Wilson’s, but they went to a physician and their blood tests were switched (“assistants”
have infiltrated the few honest, knowledgeable Wilson’s physicians and switch the
samples of those coming in to be tested for it with “normal” blood samples, which is why
anyone who suspects they have the condition MUST go to a Wilson’s treatment facility
and MUST follow their drawn blood directly to the microscope, never letting go of the
tube until the drop is placed on the slide in front of them and they SEE FOR
THEMSELVES whether or not spherocytosis is present!) or the doctor they went to is
either incompetent or is intentionally lying as the ones I’ve visited. Again, I am ready to
prove to the world that these “doctors” are all woefully incompetent, intentionally
negligent, or guilty of conspiracy to commit murder. Unfortunately, for the ones at
Deaconess, they are guilty of attempted homicide (and most probably will be homicide
unless a miraculous recovery is in my future). I think Burgstahler’s smirk when I told
him what happened, was his way of blackmailing the guilty as he saw a way to make a
quick buck off my suffering in keeping my condition undiagnosed and in prejudicing the
hematologist in Spokane.
I have tried to see yet another “doctor”, a Dr. Stephen Puffer, Sandpoint, ID, but
apparently he’s just too busy and so is using that as an excuse to refuse me medical
treatment. In fact, somehow, doctors think this is an acceptable practice in the United
States in violation of the U.S. Constitution (deprivation of life…without due process of
law), federal laws (and in some states, state laws as well).
Because of all the intentional cover-up, people I’ve told along the way that I know have
the condition, role their eyes at me, with very few exceptions. Why is this so hard for
people to comprehend? Millions are dying and are daily victims of corrupt physicians,
pharmaceutical manufacturers, FDA, government officials, anesthesiologists (it’s been
estimated that some 50 fatal “mistakes” are occurring in hospitals across America
DAILY! – according to a televised report and book, “…health…treasures” or vice versa.
Heck, criminals have been known to kill others for a pack of cigarettes or a pair of shoes,
what makes anyone think that criminals who haven’t been caught yet wouldn’t be
tempted by millions; if not billions of dollars in profits?! I’ve started wondering where
are all these estate and art auctions we’re seeing on television coming from? I’m dying, I
HATE attention, I’m very much a recluse and I’ve got nothing to gain by making this all
up. In fact, by disclosing this, it is only bringing me further hardship and suffering as
“my world” I’ve worked so hard to build is crumbling all around me and I’m slandered
and liabled for telling others I meet the truth. I’ll state for the record, that if it’s
discovered that I’ve told the truth and someone wants to write a book, make a movie, etc.
they can only do it with my permission, and after printing expenses, and compensation
for the author’s time (not to exceed ten times federal minimum wage per hour at the time
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it’s written, and one percent of all gross sales on original publication and all reprints) and
expenses (receipts must be shown for out of pocket expenses to be reimbursed), ALL
remaining (after publication hard costs (hard costs to be reviewed by competitors any
misrepresentation by publisher loses rights to publish and must pay the proven difference
to the succeeding competitor showing the fraud) and author’s compensation) profits are
to go to charities divided equally as follows for the purpose of furthering the Gospel,
Feeding the Hungry, Clothing the Naked, telling the world about Wilson’s, and treatment
and research for the same: 1) Wilson’s Hereditary Condition Treatment and Research
Foundation (to be created by my estate executors, ONLY staff filled with the Holy Ghost
and have the testimony of Jesus Christ (YAHOSHUAH) allowed to work for; as not for
profit organization), 2) World Challenge (David Wilkerson) 3) Christian Children’s Fund
4) Life Outreach (James Robinson) 5) World Outreach 6) Salvation Army 7) TBN 8)
Kenneth Copeland Ministries 9) Wilderness Ranch Ministries, Spirit Lake, ID (mimic
this across the states and across the globe) 10) Oral Roberts University (because of their
main goal of training ministers to listen to and be guided by the Holy Ghost!) 11) reprints
in future must adhere to same guidelines, with publishers allowed only an 11th share, but
not greater than 10% profit over hard costs, rest to be distributed as written above in
items 1-10. Prior to and or a period of one hundred twenty days following my demise for
any reason, I retain full rights to author and publish, or originate any other form of media
regarding these events or give permission to do the same, in case our Living Lord Jesus
the Christ (YAHOSHUAH) decides to resurrect me or have me resurrected by one or
more of His Chosen Children within that time period (bodily resurrection in His Holy
Omnipotent Name has been occurring since He Arose nearly 2000 years ago to this very
day!) Regardless, I must also adhere to the points 1-12 as stipulated herein. After that
period; if I have not been resurrected (or if they wish to represent my interests in this
regardless, then they would be entitled to a 12th share), then Jay Sekulow, ACLJ, and it’s
representatives are charged in YAHOSHUAH’S (JESUS’) HOLY NAME to make
certain this is adhered to and as such would be entitled to an equal share of any profits
divided with 1-11 above. (a 12th share)
This is how the scam of all scams works. At least twenty years ago the medical field had
knowledge of Wilson’s (probably much longer) and that there is no known cure. Viola!
It’s the number one cause of all terminal illnesses!!!!! If your blood isn’t healthy, neither
is the rest of your body, organs start to fail, muscles, joints, etc (“the life is in the blood”)
what a “cash cow”! Instead of telling the public about the ONE condition, so they eat
right and practice zinc chelation to pull out the heavy metals that get deposited in the eyes
causing Kayser-Fleischer rings, and in the brain causing Alzheimer’s, palsies, and other
neurological and motor-neurological disorders, in the spleen and liver causing hepatitislike and toxemia symptoms, in joints, causing arthritis, and in other organs causing all
forms of digestive disorders, including diabetes, causing all forms of cancer, and as the
blood fails, high blood pressure, migraines, tremors, and eventually heart attacks; they
would rather bilk the public of millions and billions of dollars treating a wide variety of
symptoms of the one true underlying predominant cause! Normally this is all treated by
pharmaceuticals with INTENTIONAL harmful side effects that cause other organs to fail
and so on until a patient is taking thousands of dollars of drugs that are killing them!
Furthermore, somewhere along the way when someone died in the hospitals by a bad
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transfusion, they figured out why. (You know they did, when someone dies, they had to
have looked into it) And presto! What a perfect way to off someone! It looks just like an
“accident”! Someone with Wilson’s checks into a hospital and they don’t check out!
Why? You ask? Consider the questions they posed to me. Are you successful? What’s
your net worth? Assets? Do you have a will? (That reminds me they also asked if I had
children, which I don’t) All that made me a perfect target! Why? THINK! What
happens if someone dies intestate? It all goes to surviving spouse. But what happens if
both pass? With NO ONE alive to verify what happens to it and NO ONE who cares, you
guessed it – the murderers and thieves end up with all of it! You see when one spouse of
a Wilson’s victim dies, they grieve and either end up so doped up they don’t take care of
themselves (and end up in a death camp/ mental ward) or die from grief themselves
(because Wilson’s people tend to marry and the stress can bring on the acute phase of
Wilson’s degeneration (an EXCRUCIATINGLY PAINFUL way to die)!)
The most terrible part of all this is that I have become somewhat of an expert on Wilson’s
as a result and I am recognizing it others virtually everywhere I go! Actors, politicians,
physicians, artists, businessmen and women, military special forces and academy
officers, all godly, talented and intelligent people everywhere (extreme sports, extreme
professions, extreme “go getters” for extreme, passionate, intelligent (not necessarily
“educated”) people), which makes you all even more prime targets because you’re
successful! I am MORE than serious about ALL of this!
(I typed this part a week ago after trying unsuccessfully for months to get diagnosed and
treatment, because of the government involvement, and how I have witnessed their
“influence” on people everywhere I go, I am convinced until the public becomes aware of
this, I will not be able to get an accurate diagnosis; so I’m doing what I can to make sure
no one else has to go through this and perhaps in the process I might eventually obtain
badly needed medical care if I live long enough). You’re thinking why haven’t I
mentioned names and specific locations yet. I’ll tell you. Love covers a multitude of
sins. I was forgiven of all the wrongs I have done and I long to forgive all these who
have wronged me. It is enough that I have told you all the truth of what is going on and
that you can each choose whether or not you will bring this terrible oppression and
affliction of the American public to light (and for that matter the citizens of the world). I
have patiently tried for months now to get correctly diagnosed but the final hematologist
is without excuse. There is NO WAY he’s so incompetent to not recognize my
conditions. Since I know this, if I expose him that would make him a conspirator to
commit murder and he would probably spend his latter years in prison. So I am giving
him one final chance to correctly diagnose me by 6:00 pm PST next Wednesday July 05,
2006. If I haven’t been correctly diagnosed by then, then he doesn’t deserve the mercy
I’ve offered him in Christ Jesus our Lord and I will, for the sake of others, send full
details of names and locations.
In addition, I want this affidavit to serve as a release of my medical records to Paul and
Jan Crouch, Oprah Winfrey, Jay Sekulow of the ACLJ, Kenneth and Gloria Copeland,
David Wilkerson in the event of my demise for ANY reason! I AM NOT SUICIDIAL,
HOMICIDAL OR DO I HAVE ANY INTENT TO HARM ANY ONE! I JUST WANT
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THIS EVIL, WICKED EXPLOITATION ALL IN THE NAME OF GREED TO STOP
KILLING OFF INNOCENT AMERICANS AND PEOPLE WORLDWIDE!!!! (What
many are labeling AIDS (in a further effort to cover up the truth and keep good and
caring people from looking into the many deaths) are actually godly people dying from
Wilson’s)!!!!!!!!!
After everything that has happened to me, I’ve lost my career, my ability to support
myself, friends and family have turned against me because they’re too willing to believe
that people simply can’t be this evil (even as I did, until all of this added up to the facts as
I’ve set forth here) and I’m in great pain every waking moment unable to obtain even my
own prescription for pain relief. This brings me to another point. One day I was in such
agony, I let my wife talk me into trying one 60 mg capsule of Cymbalta. Some time later
I suddenly felt a circle of pain relief originating in the center of my brain and it expanded
until it had pushed my migraine right out of my head, like a bulldozer shoving pain
completely out of my head. But then my body began to shake uncontrollably for at least
an hour and then what I would have to say was a miracle happened. The shaking stopped
and I reached down and felt my thighs. As I squeezed my quadriceps I was amazed they
were soft and relaxed, I began to feel my muscles all over and for the first time in my life
my muscles weren’t rock hard. I didn’t know muscles could feel that way! I asked my
wife to reach over and touch them and she was amazed as well! Suddenly, I was able to
work again for the first time in almost two years and so began an intense research of
about twenty hours a day while I documented and found out the truth about all that I have
set forth herein. The trouble is that when I found out, I tried to tell my wife and brother
and they thought the medication had made me paranoid! They didn’t believe me! I even
offered to show them my blood under a microscope as proof but they think they can’t
match a picture showing the condition from the Internet with my blood. I assure you
ANYONE with eyes to see even a young child could match the images! So even though
I had finally obtained a prescription for the first substance that brought me significant
pain relief, my wife threw them out without telling me! In the process, I endured pain so
great one day that all I could do was scream as my muscles tightened up so severely that
it caused me to curl up in a tight ball and I was unable to unclench my hands. It was
then, she conceded that I needed some relief and so has allowed me my prescription but
only in half doses; so that I am in extreme pain constantly but able to function enough to
do very basic things like sit and type. And type I will until I find someone honest enough
to put an end to this great evil once and for all.
May GOD protect and Grant Wisdom, Knowledge and Power to Prevail to ALL those
who now come forward and tell the TRUTH about all of this that has been going on. This
petition is made in the Name of JESUS (YAHOSHUAH), the One and Only CHRIST.
Amen. And Amen.
Signed in the presence of GOD ALMIGHTY and HIS HEAVENLY HOST OF ANGELS
this 30th day of June, in the year 2006 of our REIGNING KING OF THE UNIVERSE,
JESUS (YAHOSHUAH), WHO SOON SHALL APPEAR IN GREAT GLORY. Amen.
Under penalties of perjury.
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Michael Swenson
I will get this notarized if and when the offending specialist fails to diagnose me and at
that time I will provide names, locations, and further details of the terrible crimes these
people have and are committing, because if I get this notarized now, then you all will be
able to deduce my exact location easily before this individual has a chance to repent and
do the right thing. (I am seeking someone here locally to be able to correctly diagnose the
condition, because I have seen so many here that have Wilson’s also and I want to be able
to refer them all so they don’t have to go through what I’ve just experienced and am still
experiencing).
Notary_______________________ commission expires______________________
It is the evening of July 06, 2006, I called Dr. Laugan’s office directly today at 10:24 a.m.
and spoke with “Terry”, a female receptionist who wouldn’t give me her last name; who I
had asked yesterday to make certain Dr. Laugan had gotten all my many faxes I’ve sent
and this one that I sent last week, because if I didn’t hear from him (yesterday) then he
would probably be facing criminal charges and I wanted to make certain no one was
intercepting the faxes and messages. Today I called one final time, asking to speak with
him directly, because I thought just maybe, his nurse, Linda (Smith?, I have her name on
one of my digital records) had switched the blood sample and he had looked at someone
else’s blood thinking it was mine (trying to give him absolutely EVERY benefit of the
doubt), but Terry wouldn’t refer me on and instead sent me to an “office manager”, who
answered “compliance” and gave a name of Marie or something like that once again, I
wasn’t trusting anyone who refused to give their first and last name, but during the
conversation she made it clear that Dr. Laugan was aware of all my faxes, that he was
aware that by continuing to leave me mis/undiagnosed he would be facing criminal
charges, and pretty much that cancercarenorthwest.com in Spokane, Washington and it’s
members were aware of my undiagnosed situation and that they didn’t consider me a
patient or in need of treatment. (UNBELIEVEABLY SMUG IN THEIR SERIOUS
CRIMES IF YOU ASK ME).
Apparently, these corrupt physicians are SO smug and they must’ve gotten away with
this for SO long, that they don’t believe there is anyone out there either honest enough or
intelligent enough to figure out what they’re doing and have been doing for quite some
time. This means to me that the corruption is probably SO extensive, and they believe
their backing by the corrupt government officials is so strong that they simply don’t fear
the law. So, I am placing this information in the hands of the global public at large, and I
will let each of you decide on your own if you want to let these murdering thieves
continue their practices of death and torture or not. I believe it is my duty to tell and
continue to tell as many as I can of this great evil until I either die or my strength fails me
and I am no longer able to do so.
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Regardless, I advise ANYONE that has darker colored rings around the outer perimeter
of the colored part of their eyes (often thicker in places and sometimes blurring into the
whites) (Here is a recent example on mine:

)
to get health insurance with long term care and life insurance and then go to a Wilson’s
treatment center to get tested! Familiarize yourself with what Kayser-Fleischer rings look
like and what spherocytosis looks like (smaller sphere-shaped red blood cells as opposed
to the donut shaped “normal” red blood cells with translucent centers):

and ask the lab to let you see your blood on the spot (follow it from your arm to the slide,
to the microscope to make certain the sample isn’t switched. In order to be absolutely
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sure, make sure the technician has NOTHING in their hands and no long sleeves on to
prevent “slight of hand” as much as possible. In fact; I would ask them to show you how
to prepare your own slide (don’t give them your tube/sample to do that!) (it is very easy),
then you prick your finger yourself on the spot and drop the blood onto the CLEAN and
STERILE slide (tubes may have chemicals put in them to hemolysize the blood or
otherwise make it impossible for you to see your cells), focus the microscope yourself
until your cells are clearly visible; if possible take a digital photo of the image by placing
the lens of the camera right up to where you look into the microscope. I’m VERY
serious about these measures no matter how extreme they may seem because just as
criminals/some corrupt, greedy, casinos train their dealers to be card mechanics so they
can cheat and steal your money at will, it is easy to train others in basic “slight of hand”
techniques and switch a blood tube, blood sample or slide)! If you have both KayserFleischer rings and spherocytosis don’t believe them if they tell you that you don’t have
Wilson’s! It can take a lifetime before a person develops end stage symptoms! But it can
happen quicker depending on diet and environment! DO NOT ATTEMPT TO GET
TESTED FOR WILSON’S IN ANYWHERE OTHER THAN A SPECIAL CENTER
JUST FOR THE CONDITION! Then if you don’t believe me, after you find out the
truth, try to get diagnosed through a general practitioner and see how difficult it really is!
Finally, if there are any of you that believe in God and in His Loving Power to Heal, pray
for me that He would manifest that health He purchased for us all when He was scourged
some 2000 years ago, or let me go Home (to Heaven) quickly, because every waking
moment of every day I am in agony; in a constant, tortuous pain, and deathly, sickly
fatigue I wouldn’t wish on my worst enemy.
All I have stated, I state realizing there are consequences for slander, liable and false
accusations, both in this life but more importantly by the Divine Creator and Ruler of the
Universe, the Living LORD JESUS (YAHOSHUAH), the One and Only MESSIAH, who
alone comforts me with the knowledge that He shall soon return in great glory and if
there are not those honest enough left in the world presently to put an end to these wicked
practices, then I know He will!
Just so everyone who reads understands what I mean by Divine Consequences, GOD in
His Law, the Holy Bible, the Torah, plainly states that if anyone falsely accuses another
and it is proven to be a false accusation, then they should suffer the penalty they sought to
bring upon the falsely accused (I guarantee, less than half the prison population would be
there, if this righteous law was adhered to; for no persecutor/prosecutor would think of
taking a case without irrefutable evidence; furthermore, there would have to be at least
two or three eye witnesses to convict, NOT just circumstantial evidence, because
circumstantial evidence can be fabricated)! In my case, this means that I am willing to
suffer the penalty of first degree murder (if these herein can prove I’ve falsely accused
them of such); I am that certain I can prove what I state is true. I am a real person, all of
this really happened and is still happening, at times I’m so ill I float between life here in
the world and going Home to be with those who Love the LORD. Blackness closes in
and then, I find myself still here suffering; convinced that it is GOD’s will for me to tell
you all this; so you can properly start looking out for yourselves and one another and
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entrust yourselves to the safekeeping of our LORD and SAVIOR JESUS
(YAHOSHUAH), the CHRIST, through the days ahead. While I hope I may obtain help
through this my greatest trial since coming to KNOW the LORD our GOD, it is my
greater motivation to do His Will and to make you aware of one of the greatest evils ever
perpetrated by the wicked upon innocent, unknowing people. I realize that by informing
you all of how corrupt many of our government officials (executive, legislative and
judicial branches), medical practitioners, pharmaceutical executives, have become that I
will be angering them and they have assassins and special forces at their disposal, but my
faith is in GOD (and that there are still enough people who value freedom, honesty and
integrity still residing in the United States) to deliver and keep my soul rises above them
all and I do it so that none of you have to go at it alone. If you will all put the word out
together, then they won’t be able to single you out and take you for a prey one at a time
like they have been doing. PLEASE take this warning MOST SERIOUSLY and
PLEASE HELP ME SPREAD THE WORD AND LET AS MANY KNOW AS
POSSIBLE! IT JUST MAY SAVE YOU OR YOUR LOVED ONES FROM A SLOW,
TORTUOUS DEMISE OR UNTIMELY DEATH. I thank you for your valuable time
and while I know that so many are skeptical these days (and rightly so), I pray fervently
that GOD will bear these words witness and spread them abroad throughout all the earth.
In YAHOSHUAH’S (commonly known in the English language as JESUS, the CHRIST)
OMNIPOTENT NAME, Amen.
A possible explanation as to why those who attempted my murder that day in the hospital
didn’t succeed in both their attempts was that I had entrusted the keeping of my soul to
our LORD and SAVIOR, JESUS THE CHRIST AND TRUE MESSIAH
(YAHOSHUAH, MORE CORRECTLY TRANSLATED) and just perhaps HE moved on
someone to come running down the hospital hall to my room that wasn’t in on the scam
and thereby forcing them to at least pretend to attempt to resuscitate me. I believe the
truth will come out soon enough even if I have to “die” in the process.
I close with my mailing address and my name and I ask that if anyone figures out my
home phone number to please leave it open; so that if God wills, I might obtain the call I
am hoping for and obtain an accurate diagnosis; so I can get the medical treatment I
desperately need.
Michael E. Swenson
P.O. Box 129
Dover, ID 83825
Signed this 6th day of June, 2006 in the year of our Reigning King, JESUS
(YAHOSHUAH), the One and Only CHRIST.

Michael Swenson signed electronically 9:54 p.m. PST
Forgive the shaky, sloppy signature; it is getting harder for me to control my hands.
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I will notarize this document as soon as I am able (it is getting very difficult for me to
even walk; let alone travel into town) and submit to attorney generals and public at large
in the world.

Michael Swenson
On this _____ day of __________________, _______, before me, the undersigned
Notary Public, personally appeared ______________________________________,
personally known to me (or proved on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the
person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to
me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies) and that by
his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s) or the entity upon behalf of
which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
Witness my hand and official seal.
________________________
Notary Public in Idaho
Residing at:______________
Commission Expires:______
[Within these brackets is a summary of things our own government is responsible for and
some of the reasons why the events occurred. I am adding these events as of September
18, 2006 because they are still preventing my Loved Ones and I from getting correctly
diagnosed; so we all can obtain necessary treatment. As stated this affects MILLIONS in
the United States alone and TENS of MILLIONS globally (actually HUNDREDS of
MILLIONS, but in the short interval that actual testing is done, the condition will be so
well known that people will be able to start properly taking care of themselves even
before testing proves the condition is that widespread) So as time goes on and they
continue to refuse to let my Loved Ones and I get properly diagnosed and continue to
attempt to STEAL, KILL and DESTROY by NOT TELLING US THE TRUTH, I will
tell you all more and more of what they’ve done and why:
OUR OWN GOVERNMENT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR:
9-1-1!!!!!!!!!!!! THEY SET IT ALL UP!!!!!!!!!!!! This is how it went down: Greedy
Bastards with nothing better to do than to plot on how they can take over the world, sat
down and wrote out “The New World Constitution” an actual document that states
plainly their agenda to rule the world! They plotted with plans on how to gain popular
opinion so that the public and poor fools would be willing to sacrifice their own lives to
bring to pass their devilish agenda while they sacrifice young, unknowing ignorants by
brainwashing them through our branches of the military (why they target you young, poor
souls before you gain enough knowledge to think for yourselves). They EVEN SHOW
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YOU PLAINLY THAT THEY ARE BRAINWASHING YOUR CHILDREN ON
TELEVISION! So that they will shed their precious blood all in the name of their
Imperialistic, Greedy, Devilish, Agenda to RULE the WORLD in GOD’S PLACE! So
they came up with what they thought was a great idea! They knew our westernized
society didn’t know much of anything about those in the region of ancient Persia and of
the Islamic religion and traditions (so it would be easy to label them as “terrorists”). So
they sat down with their pals the billionaires of the Bin Laden family. And they came up
with a proposal, look Osama, good buddy, it’s a win-win situation, we’ll take good care
of your wives and children (poor Osama didn’t know until it was too late the lying devils
had NO INTENTION of keeping their word! THEY ARE NOT, ABSOLUTELY NOT,
honorable men who keep their word; they LIE CONSTANTLY, DON’T BELIEVE
ANYTHING THEY SAY!!!!!!!!!!!!) yea, said the snakes, desiring to rule the world and
make slaves of you all (as ever the spirit of antichrist has done since the beginning of
time) … yea Osama, we’ll take good care of your loved ones, YOU get to be a HERO! A
MARTYR! Your people will LOVE you! And WE GET TO INVADE and steal whatever
resources we want!!!!!!!!!!!! (that’s not what they told him, but I HOPE you’re getting
the idea!) What the Bin Laden family doesn’t realize is that the true agenda wasn’t to
just get resources, but to set up a permanent strategic position, where to launch their true
goals, militant strikes, of world domination! INCLUDING TAKING BY FORCE WHAT
THE BIN LADEN FAMILY NOW CONTROLS!!!!!!!!!!! (among other plans so heinous
that most of you wouldn’t believe even if I showed you video footage of their meetings)
BUT I WILL SAY ISRAEL BEWARE!!!!!!!!!!!! DON’T TRUST ANYONE!!!!!!!!!!!!
YOU MUST, ABSOLUTELY MUST, TRUST IN THE LORD YOUR GOD
OPENLY, UNASHAMEDLY, IN THESE LAST DAYS IF YOU WANT TO
TRIUMPH OVER YOUR FOES ROUND ABOUT! I SAY AGAIN, YET NOT I,
BUT THE HOLY SPIRIT IN AND UPON ME, IT IS TIME; THE TIME HAS
COME, RETURN UNTO THE LORD YOUR GOD WITH ALL YOUR HEART,
WITH ALL YOUR MIND; WITH ALL YOUR SOUL AND WITH ALL YOUR
STRENGTH; FOR THERE IS NO OTHER WAY FOR YOU TO BE
VICTORIOUS OVER ALL YOUR ADVERSARIES NOW GATHERING
THEMSELVES TOGETHER AGIANST YOU TO ANNIHILATE YOU FROM
THE FACE OF THE EARTH!!!!!!!!!!!! AND HOW SHALL YOU RETURN?! YOU
MUST RECOGNIZE (THERE IS NO OTHER WAY) THAT YAHOSHUAH
(JESUS THE CHRIST) IS THE ONE TRUE MESSIAH AND THERE IS NONE
OTHER, AND CALLING UPON HIM AND CLEANSING YOURSELVES FROM
ALL SIN, THROUGH AND BY HIS PRECIOUS HOLY BLOOD, BE RESTORED
TO FELLOWSHIP WITH THE LORD YOUR GOD AND BE FILLED WITH HIS
HOLY SPIRIT!!!!!!!!!!!! THEN YOU WILL RECEIVE DIVINE STRATEGIES
OF WARFARE AND THEN WILL THE LORD YOUR GOD RISE TO FIGHT
FOR YOU AND WHEREAS THEY SEEK TO ANNIHILATE YOU, IT IS THAT
THEY WILL BE ANNIHILATED AND BE NO MORE!!!!!!!!!!!! And why is this
agenda in place, you ask? Besides the spirit of antichrist moving in and upon them to
attempt to take GOD’s place and rule the world, it goes back to World War II, both
MUCH of the money and the war criminals took refuge right here in the United States!
And they indoctrinated (bought their freedom) those who questioned them with their
“supreme race” agenda. And so our government has been supporting genetic engineering
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and has been using tax dollars to pay woman to be “breeders” because they were
concerned that, in their opinion, people that shouldn’t be breeding, were; while people
that should be breeding, weren’t. So to make sure the whole world wasn’t filled with
ignorants (in their opinion) they’ve been spotting young people that they perceived would
make good breeders and pay them to have babies (that they train to do their will). Much
of the kidnapping is going to human slave trade and this agenda. Anyway, these spies
have infiltrated where they perceive people have to go like hospitals, stores, home
improvement branches; ANYWHERE, people regularly go; so they can look out for more
prospects! (recruiting those with temptations of an adventurous life, which is also why
they’ve been recruiting the elderly, retired, bored individuals, with temptations of
“excitement” and “doing your duty for your country” in addition to small sums of
money.) This practice is putting an unbelievable burden on the common taxpayer as
government officials (CIA) steal these jobs needed by our community getting paid from
the government AND the jobs they’re taking from the over-worked public at large. I
haven’t gotten off on a tangent; I’m just trying to tell you how it’s all intertwined. In
order to fund all this spying and desire to rule the world, they’ve buddied up with
millionaires and billionaires, corporations who are run by these same “elitist”-minded
racists. They promise them pie in the sky positions in the new world empire (all the
while, thinking “stupid fools, after I’ve used your money to conquer by building more
and more weapons, I’ll just have you shot if you don’t bow to my will.”) The truth of the
matter is they don’t even need their money, they print off the paper whenever they want
and is why inflation is out of control (been doing it in Russia now as well (selling out
diamonds, weapons, and printing tons of paper at will, but poor ignorants don’t see how
these devils have infiltrated their society)). But the reason why they oppress us with
outrageous taxes and seek to drain the personal resources of others is they want the public
so tired, that even if they finally figure out what’s been going on, you’re all too weary
and too poor to do anything about it. And they want to make sure there is no one wealthy
enough to finance any substantial resistance. Heck, I’ll just tie it all in for you. Texas
Instruments has billions of bio chips ready for implantation into the general public. The
main reason why there is so many printings of paper money these days, is that they’re
putting out the image of counterfeit unsubstantiated bills (and attempt to frame others
thereby); so that they can say there’s no way anyone can keep up with the authentic so
they can do away with cash transactions all together. Why? They’re passing laws right
now to keep track of EVERYTHING you own! Why? (they say to “fight terror”) but the
real reason is so that they can STEAL everything you’ve worked hard for! It’s our own
government responsible for the recent identity thefts; so they can say, we must keep track
of all transactions, (no more cash and no more privacy regarding your personal estate),
and all citizens (“so we can identify terrorists”) then if anyone gets out of line, they
simply swoop down, arrest or kill you, say you were a terrorist and laugh as they steal
everything you worked so hard for. Think not?! Corrupt law enforcement has been doing
it for years through the “Rico Laws”. They spot people who have actually earned a
decent living for themselves, then through their many spies they start spreading false
accusations in their communities by accusing them of being drug dealers; so they can
STEAL all your holdings!!!!!!!!!!!! And the poor victims are framed by them as they hide
drugs in their homes when they break and enter or they just say they found drugs there.
Then these innocents end up in prison completely framed while the devils laugh that
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they’ve destroyed more innocent lives while they snort another line themselves. THIS IS
THE WORLD WE’RE LIVING IN BECAUSE AS A SOCIETY YOU’VE PUT GOD
AND RIGHTEOUSNESS OUT OF OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND NOW WE HAVE
A SOCIETY OF DEVILS JUST LIKE GOD’S WORD SAID WOULD
HAPPEN!!!!!!!!!!!! ARE YOU HAPPY?! YOU WON’T BE WHEN ALL THIS
HAPPENS TO YOU!! So getting back to 911. They just said we need to do it on a
larger scale. Some of their corporate buddies probably made some bad investments, or
some corporation was about to fail or they stole bonds or all of the above and more and
so the towers had to come down so the evidence would be destroyed. Bush’s cousin, in
charge of security, made sure the explosives were set (don’t you remember all the people
on television that testified they heard a series of explosions?, look at the film carefully!
Controlled demolition! We have the world’s best radar, RF technology network, our
government did the same thing to those poor fools that they did to Osama. (“hey
(sucker), we can see you’re a (poor s.o.b.); and we can see (you’re hating life and to live
because you’re a poor s.o.b.) so we’ll take care of your wife (wives) and children
(RIGHT! – poor fools) if you do this for us. “you’ll be a hero, a martyr, etc.etc.etc.” and
so they had to order our response network to stand down while the planes carried out
their practiced plans, so they could make more money, kill innocent lives, blame
“terrorists” and gain public opinion, so they could kill your innocent children in sending
them to a war of their own making, enforcing their will in STEALING, KILLING AND
DESTROYING INNOCENT OTHERS!!!!!!!!!!! ALL THE WHILE THEY’RE
LAUGHING!!!!!!!!!!!! What a great plan, decrease the surplus population, award the
contracts to their corporate buddies, more for them and their plan to rule the world rolls
right along. ALREADY they’ve been putting biochips in babies and federal agents
(some of the foolish agents don’t even realize it, they were told they were getting
“inoculations”.) All so the devil can keep his thumb on you so that you can’t buy or sell
or do anything at all without him knowing about it! (Patriot Act violates the highest laws
of our land but they obviously don’t care, after all when they murdered American citizens
(the Kennedy’s, Malcom X, Martin Luther, Waco, 911, and thousands of nameless
others) they consider themselves above the law and a law unto themselves. Corrupt cops
are just waiting for martial law to be declared so they can enter your homes and kill you
and they’ve been keeping their eyes on the nicest places in their communities. It’s the
real reason why they’ve been trying so hard to get rid of those who believe in the 2nd
Amendment (right of all citizens to bear arms). The reason why the government land
vehicles uses almost exclusively diesel and jet fuel (now are going to universal
incinerators) is so that they can keep you under control by banning standard fuel during
martial law. Alright so 911 was the most blatant act of high treason ever committed in
the history of the United States but it was just small potatoes compared to how lucrative
the Wilson’s scam has been in murdering innocent thousands and about to become
millions. Just so you so called “patriotic” Americans know, our government is putting
the lives of all of you in the greatest danger this world has ever known. Because of the
crimes, atrocities and war crimes, they’ve committed and are committing right now we
are on the verge of World War III and global annihilation! Concentration camps are
already to go right here on American soil, it is at the doors when these devils start
rounding you all up just like they did in World War II. Say hello, to the rise of the Fourth
Reich unless you all raise up RIGHT NOW and say of ONE ACCORD, NO
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WAY!!!!!!!!!!!! ABSOLUTELY NOT! AND BRING THESE LYING, STEALING,
MURDERING DEVILS TO JUSTICE RIGHT QUICK!!!!!!!!!!!!
As Americans, we need to apologize to the world for our nation’s war crimes and openly
ask their assistance in bringing these worst criminals in the history of the world to justice
as soon as possible or I see plainly on the horizon a holocaust in which hardly any souls
on the planet will be left. The time has come, we are at the most critical point in the
history of mankind since the Great Flood of Noah’s day. And contrary to popular
opinion, you who are sitting on your asses, not doing anything to stop these devils, are
NOT going to float up out of here in some kind of “RAPTURE”. GOD calls you to be
VALIANT, BE BOLD, BE COURAGEOUS, BE TRIUMPHANT FOR HIS NAME’S
SAKE!!!!!!!!!!!! NOT COWARDLY!!!!!!!!!!!!!! THE EARTH AND THE FULLNESS
THEREOF BELONGS TO HIM AND US WHO ARE HIS CHILDREN!!!!!!!!!!!!
WE’RE NOT TO BE GIVING IT UP TO DEVILS BUT SAYING TO THEM, “YOU
WICKED OPPRESSORS, HAVE OPPRESSED LONG ENOUGH! YOUR TIME
HAS COME TO AN END! YOU WILL NO LONGER TAX US, RECEIVE
TRIBUTE FROM US, STEAL, KILL AND DESTROY IN ALL THE EARTH!!!!
IT ALL BELONGS TO US; NOT YOU!!!!!!!! STEP DOWN OR DIE!!!!!!!!!!!! IN
YAHOSHUAH’S OMNIPOTENT NAME, PERISH DEVILS, ALL OF YOU AND
BE NO MORE IF YOU REFUSE TO REPENT OF ALL YOUR MANY, MANY,
MANY CRIMES AGAINST GOD AND MAN!!!!!!!!!!!!”
Amen.
Most all of these crimes are carried out by bribed governing officials (in all three
branches), businessmen and women, doctors, CIA officials, special forces, paid assassins
(synonymous), and that’s why the open assassinations have occurred upon those trying to
get rid of the corrupt printing of unsubstantiated bills by our government (driving the cost
of living impossibly high for those of us who have to earn the paper with pretty pictures
on it). And for those who have spoken out against the CIA, they kill; just like those who
have fought for living wages (like Hoffa), those who try to get rid of the corruption, and
those who point out their racist/elitist agenda as well as their many connections to drug
dealers, cartels, mob bosses (casinos), etc. (if money is involved these devils want their
share so to speak), the same way the strong arm robbers working at the IRS steal from
your wages (it’s absolutely no difference than when a racketeering mobster demands you
pay for protection or else – the IRS is an illegal entity, illegally created, and our
government has NO RIGHT whatsoever to tax citizens’ earnings!!!!!!!!!!!! (just another
way to keep you all so oppressed you can’t even think let alone do anything about it).
Welcome to the world of the dead and dying. GOD is not mocked! HIS Fiery Wrath is
about to be unleashed such as this world has never seen!!!!!!!!!!!! Holy Angels have
encircled the entire globe and stand ready to pelt (stone) the sinners with “hail stones
mingled with fire” the sizes of five bowling balls put together; in keeping with GOD’S
HOLY LAW!!!!!!!!!!!! THE DAY OF LORD’S VENGEANCE IS TRULY AT
HAND!!!!!!!!
What is HE waiting for; you might ask? HE’S waiting to see what you will do at the
reading and/or hearing of these words.
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I conclude at this time (more will be revealed if the Wilson’s scam doesn’t come to an
end right now upon innocent American citizens and the citizens of the world and my
Loved Ones and I get properly diagnosed; so we all can get the treatment and compassion
we need as we go through the most severe and painful trial and tribulation of our lives.
(millions right here in America are about to die horribly and uncomforted if this doesn’t
come to the Light and Attention of the few kind, caring compassionate souls left on the
planet). Yes, if they don’t end this wicked persecution upon the innocent right away,
even more of their heinous crimes, how and why, will be revealed together with evidence
of the names of those involved. (They think they’re the only ones who have been spying,
they’ve all been under surveillance for a very long time!!!!!!!!!!!! – FOOLS!!!!!!!!) So
consider now if you truly are a Patriot, read for yourselves the Declaration of
Independence and the Bill of Rights (the First and Most Important, Foundational and
Highest Laws of our Land as contained in the United States Constitution) and ask
yourselves, if our forefathers, who were prepared to bleed and die for FREEDOM; who
were prepared to lay down everything they held dear, their homes, their lands, their
families in their JUST CAUSE; Yes, ask yourselves if those REAL PATRIOTS were
prepared to FIGHT, … Are YOU??!!!!!!!!??
I am reminded of Patrick Henry’s famous quote spoken by Inspiration from GOD, “…I
KNOW NOT WHAT OTHER COURSE OTHERS MAY TAKE, BUT AS FOR ME
GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME DEATH!!!!!!!!!!!!”
I KNOW, BEYOND ALL DOUBT, THAT IN YAHOSHUAH’S (JESUS THE
CHRIST) OMNIPOTENT, HOLY NAME, I HAVE THE VICTORY!!!!!!!! I HAVE
ETERNAL LIFE!!!!!!!!!!!! IT’S THESE DEVILS THAT ARE GOING TO DIE;
NOT ME!!!!!!!!!!!! LIBERTY AND FREEDOM WILL REIGN IN ALL THE
EARTH WHEN OUR LORD YAHOSHUAH APPEARS IN GREAT GLORY BUT
IN THE MEANTIME, I’M NOT GOING DOWN QUIETLY OR WITHOUT A
FIGHT; IN HIS SUPREME AND HOLY NAME AND TO HIS
GLORY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AND I HOPE TO SEE GOD’S VALIANT ONES
JOINING THE RIGHTEOUS CAUSE QUICKLY NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AMEN, HALLELUJAH, AMEN !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
]
September 23, 2006 Update continued.
As I have stated, I will continue to reveal more and more of what is going on until the
Wilson’s scam comes to an end and my loved ones and I get properly diagnosed and told
what we can do and be able to obtain necessary medical care when the time comes.
Our government has made spying alliances with Microsoft, AOL Time/Warner, Gateway,
Dell and communications corporations like MCI; so that spying on it’s own citizens (long
before the Patriot Act and virtually since the inception of the Internet) could be easily
facilitated. Microsoft provides backdoor entry to our government and for themselves and
remote viewing of everything you do on your system has been in place for quite some
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time. Gateway and Dell have provided access to your data THROUGH THE POWER
SUPPLY! THIS IS NOT WELL KNOWN AT ALL, BUT IF YOU’RE PLUGGED
INTO THE GRID AND NOT ON AN ISOLATED POWER SUPPLY AND SECURE
ENCRYPTED NETWORK BEHIND QUALITY FIREWALLS (NOT ZONE ALARM
OR MICROSOFTS BUILT-IN BUT AVG AND KASPERSKY ARE OKAY FOR
NOW) THEN YOUR SYSTEM IS FREE TO BE BROWSED AND IF
UNPROTECTED, STOLEN FROM OR ALTERED! The majority of virus attacks are by
our own government spies (we have FAR more than any other nation!) Lately the
Helkern attacks have been a preferred method. AOL provides copies of all email
correspondence to our BIG BROTHER NOW OUT OF CONTROL! The program to spy
on citizens through the Internet I believe was originally codified under the name
Centurion, but could be something else now. IF you are able in the future and DON’T
want BIG BROTHER invading EVERY ASPECT of your PERSONAL PRIVACY and
LIVES (including it’s standard practice now to bug American citizens homes and place
cameras that are so small that you need a microscope just to see the components)!, then
you need to go to ALTERNATIVE POWER OFF GRID AND BECOME AS SELF
SUFFICIENT AS POSSIBLE UNTIL THIS TYRRANY COMES TO AN END. By
SELF-SUFFICIENT, I mean learn to live off the land, and that if money can’t be had you
can still provide for you and your loved ones basic necessities of life. IF you can’t handle
that, then you need to PRAY! Furthermore, Brit leaders are also aware of these things
and likewise practicing spying techniques (cameras virtually EVERYWHERE)! And
unfortunately, now they don’t even respect the privacy of your own homes. To be very
clear, cameras in your bathrooms, cameras in your bedrooms, tracking phone
conversations, computer IM and email (the most current versions of software by those
mentioned have the WORST spyware built in (why the browsers keep getting updated so
rapidly). The good news is that Apple/MAC didn’t cave in to the corrupt BIG
BROTHER threats and if I had the money I would be crossing over as soon as possible,
especially since now they can communicate with IBM PC’s. MSN, AOL, and any linked
ISP’s like Netscape, Walmart, etc. to AOL are all participating in making all your email
correspondence known. The safest way, if you want privacy, is to send encrypted
correspondence that’s password protected. Cell phones in public can be tuned into and
lips read just like the movies show, but cells in private, especially brand new ones are still
relatively secure. (Might be a good idea to obtain secure PDA phones with encryption
software or keep a new cell available for critical communications) Above all if your
battery on your cell has been changed KNOW you are being listened to and tracked by
BIG BULLY BRO! This is all a result of too much centralized power in the hands of
corrupt individuals. America was founded as a Republic; not a Democracy and was
never intended to have such enormous concentrated unrestrained power as now exists in
our federal branch. President Clinton ordered that TRUE U.S. HISTORY be taught in
our public schools and I have found the David Barton of Wallbuilders, Carl Baugh, James
Dobson, James Kennedy, Josh McDowell and Catherine Millard to have some of the best
and correct knowledge of this subject. Because you can’t return to your foundations as
you need to, Americans, if you don’t know what they were.
GOD, in the Name of YAHOSHUAH bring it to pass. Amen.
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